Weingut Willems-Willems

2017 Riesling „Altenberg“

vintage: 2017
grape variety: Riesling
taste.: feinherb
producer region: Mosel (Saar)
alcohol: 10,0% vol.
acidity: 9,4 g/l
residual Sugar: 30,5 g/l

The galley ship on the label hints at the site's incredible history: 2000 years of winegrowing heritage on the Altenberg, dating back to Roman times. In the Prussian vineyard classification map of 1868, the vineyard was ranked among the best in the region. Today we are proud to source the fruit for our "personal GG" from old vines that grow on this vineyard's steep, blue slate slopes. A cellarable, off-dry Riesling marked by both this special vineyard and the natural yeasts found there. This wine spends up to 9 months on the fine lees. "Great tension on the palate!"